
BUSINESS PLAN OVERVIEW DEFINITIONS

Definition of the term business plan, why every start-up needs one, and See the Business Plan Outline for a further
description of each section of the plan.

Benefits Business plans are guides for owners to run their businesses. Compare Investment Accounts.
Description of the Product or Service The business description can be a few paragraphs to a few pages in
length, depending on the complexity of your plan. Your CPA can help you craft this. It can help owners focus
marketing efforts and get back to basics when the business begins to expand. How does the company plan to
manage its operations as it grows? What idea can you distill into one or two sentences that conveys the
primary mission of your company? If your business plan is for an existing business, the balance sheet from
your last reporting period should be included. Include which people might currently be taking on multiple
responsibilities or sharing duties. The business model identifies how your business makes moneyâ€”what
transactions take place so your idea turns from an idea into an enterprise that makes a profit. Investors looking
for graphs, charts and financial projections to make a final decision won't be satisfied with a mini-plan.
Contributor s : Ivy Wigmore Share this item with your network: A business plan is a document demonstrating
the feasibility of a prospective new business and providing a roadmap for its first several years of operation.
Providing an overview of your business can be tricky, especially when you're still in the planning stages.
Unlike the previous financial statements, the balance sheet is generated annually for the business plan and is,
more or less, a summary of all the preceding financial information broken down into three areas: assets,
liabilities and equity. It also allows owners to project what type of financing is required to get their businesses
up and running. Present your company like it is well poised to accept their financial backing and hit the
ground running. This means a clear distribution channel must be outlined. Mission statement Be as succinct as
possible when crafting your mission statement. Base your observations on reliable data and be sure to footnote
and cite your sources of information when necessary. You'll also discover areas with potential you may not
have thought about before--and ways to profit from them. If the existing market is dominated by established
competitors, for instance, you will have to come up with a marketing plan to lure customers from the
competition lower prices, better service , etc. When you describe your product or service, make sure your
reader has a clear idea of what you're talking about. Legal and liability issues[ edit ] Disclosure requirements[
edit ] An externally targeted business plan should list all legal concerns and financial liabilities that might
negatively affect investors. Your readers want a plan that looks professional, is easy to read and is
well-put-together. In addition, going through the process of creating a business plan improves entrepreneurial
skills. Each section details the given phase of the business and its costs. In such situations, one may need to
develop two versions of the business plan: a stripped-down plan that can be used to develop a relationship and
a detailed plan that is only shown when investors have sufficient interest and trust to sign a Non-disclosure
agreement. Many methods of establishing prices are available to you, but these are among the most common.
If you business requires specific employee and management expertise you will need a strategy for finding and
hiring qualified staff and retaining them. They can help companies start and manage themselves, and to help
grow after they're up and running. Major achievements points out anything noteworthy, such as patents,
prototypes, important contracts regarding product development, or results from test marketing that have been
conducted. Of course, it's true that you do need a good plan if you intend to approach a lender--whether a
banker, a venture capitalist or any number of other sources--for startup capital. Lean startup business plans, on
the other hand, use a standard structure even though they aren't as common in the business world. Every
entrepreneur has heard stories of businesses that were started with little more than a few post-it notes and
some back-of-the-envelope calculations. Made improvements to facilities or services? To obtain financing for
a new business, you'll need to include a personal financial statement or balance sheet.


